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I think I've come up with a reasonable system Cor shrouding a para
foil,so there is a minimum of adjustment on first Clighta.ACter 
building two small paraCoils and giving up in frustration aCter months 
of trimming to try to get them to fly reasonably,oTerheed as Pelham 
and Kitecraft say they should (also Tsutomi Hirio 'nd every other · 
kite book which carries the design) but nobody tells you bow to bridle 
them,Pelham's the best but vague,Hirio has an excellent plan.Firstly 
it must be appreciated that whilst an aerofoil can be curved through 
its spar, the chord muat be flat and the 'wing'should not be twis~ed 
Cor it to work eCficiently.So iC you can work out the shrouding 
mathematically and you are reasonably accurate in your kite making 
and measurement of shroud lines,you should be home and dry.All the 
photos in various books show the inner keel taut and outer keels 
Claring.So working on that premiae I worked out the following system. 
I did cheat by putting small lead linea to each group of shrouds to 
facilitate adjuat•enta to the angle or attack mora easily. 


